In the future, land development will result from mixes of parties in coalitions. Future work in this area is to focus on adaptations to the existing city. This will change the nature of urban design, to a profession without a set programs and one that is a component of flexible coalitions, intelligent strategies and adaptive systems. These new challenges may bring with them risks of error, but also the possibility to learn and innovate. The forming of coalitions is difficult, the limitations and the opportunities of (inner) city locations can be overlooked, and assessments are often poorly translated into viable and financially feasible intervention models.

Urban Dating explores the process of networking and coalition forming through the examination of various dating and match making sites. It aims to setup modelling processes where the matchmaking of stakeholders & landscape, economic & political systems are made in a less formal and more convivial atmosphere where jointly supported and adaptive conditions for a project can be explored and formulated.

Urban Dating is to: Connect, Design, and Evolve